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Ahmadinejad: Zionist regime endless threat to region
Tehran, December 12, 2006, IRNA
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said Tuesday that the Zionist regime is a constant threat to the Middle East states.
"This threat has caused the regional countries to divert their resources from development to spending them on purchasing arms
which will increase discord among them," he told participants of the international conference World Vision on Holocaust who met
him in Tehran. Stating that establishment of the Zionist regime and using the Holocaust as propaganda aim at dominating the
region, he added, "As the Soviet Union disappeared, the Zionist regime will also vanish and humanity will be liberated".
The president reiterated that certain European and US politicians could no longer term atrocities of the Zionist regime "selfdefence" and the resistance of Palestinians against occupying invaders as terrorists. Supporting establishment of a fact-finding
mission on Holocaust as proposed by the Tehran conference, he urged the western coutries to pledge that they will not disturb
members of the team, "so that further surveys are carried out, issues are clarified, and criminals are sentenced. Based on the facts
gained by the team, if Holocaust's truth is ruled out, root causes of problems and crimes in the Middle East region will be
terminated."
He also said that results of the mission's study will put an end to the 60-year-old dispute on the issue of Holocaust and its scale.
"Sixty years after the World War Two, why are we still witnessing aftermath of this war?" Ahmadinejad questioned. "It should be
clear how long and to what extent these circumstance will go on," he told the meeting. He said that thanks God the curve of
Zionist regime's life is on the decline adding that this is a divine promise and will of world nations.
President said that today nations are seeking justice and worship God Almighty. "Those having supported the Zionist regime
during their lifetime, should be aware that its lifetime will be over and their interests as well as reputation will be endangered.
"Just as the ground was prepared to assign such a regime, the Zionist regime will be overthrown by its supporters," he added.
Underlining that such a measure by West will be to the benefit of world peace, he hoped that proponents of the Zionist regime will
respond positively to this human call. The president said that the world problems can be solved friendly and rationally in a calm
atmosphere. Addressing the bullying powers, the chief executive called on them to cooperate and present real peace to the
humanity.
Talking to the guests attending the conference, he noted, "Iran is your house and the house of world free-thinkers, where
everyone can fully express themselves in a brotherly, peaceful, free and calm atmosphere and exchange views with others."
Ahmadinejad hoped that once the participants of this conference return to their homelands, their governments will not bother
them, but rather show that they respect freedom. Ahmadinejad here said that states of the Middle East live in fear of the Zionist
regime. "This threat has caused regional countries to divert valuable resources from development to purchase of arms which have
the effect of increasing discord among them," he told participants of an international conference here to review the world's vision
of the Holocaust who talked to him on the sidelines of the confab.
Saying the Zionist regime was an illegal entity, he said its insistence on the Holocaust is aimed at dominating the region, and
added that "just as the Soviet Union disappeared, the Zionist regime will also vanish and humanity will be liberated." He said that
European and US politicians can no longer argue that the Zionist regime is committing atrocities in the name of "self-defence,"
while labeling Palestinians, who defend their rights through resistance, as terrorists.
He urged western countries not to interfere in the work of the team so that "the issue can be resolved once and for all and
criminals punished. If the findings of the team show the Holocaust to be a myth, there will be no reason for the problems and
crimes in the Middle East region to continue."
He said that the fact-finding mission will also put an end to the 60-year-old issue of the Holocaust on such magnitude. "Sixty years
after the end of World War II, why are we still witnessing the consequences of the war?" Ahmadinejad questioned. "It should now
be made clear how long and to what extent these consequences will take effect," he told the meeting.
http://www.president.ir/eng/ahmadinejad/cronicnews/1385/09/21/index-e.htm

Fredrick Töben with President Dr Mahmoud Ahmadinejad -

Television interviews for Mohammed Hegazi

Mohammed Hegazi and Lady Michele Renouf

and Robert Faurisson

Töben & Deputy Foreign Minister Dr Manuchehr Mohammadi & with Director General, IPIS, Dr Seyed Rasoul Mousavi
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Dr Manouchehr Mohammadi, H.E. Manouchehr Mottaki, Foreign Minister, Dr Seyed Rasoul Mousavi

>>Gerald Fredrick Töben wurde 1944 in Oldenburg[sic: Jaderberg!] geboren und emigrierte in den 50er Jahren nach Australien. Dort
gründete Toben das revisionistische "Adelaide Institute", dessen Direktor er ist. Es ist die Schaltzentrale der australischen HolocaustLeugner. Im Jahr 1999 wurde Toben vom Landgericht Mannheim zu einer Freiheitsstrafe von zehn Monaten verurteilt.<<

The photo and text is from Der Spiegel – the Mannheimer Morgen, the daily newspaper in the German town where
Germar Rudolf and Ernst Zündel are currently before the courts also used this photo and added a text containing the
usual bias against Revisionism. Germar and Ernst both would have seen this, that is, if their routine prison paper
delivery operated on this day.

Faurisson & Rabbis Friedman & Cohen oppose Zionism

– two PSR institute students helped prepared an exhibition
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Tony Hancock shipped a large number of Germar Rudolf’s books to Teheran - all nicely displayed for two days

Anyone not eating, praying, talking or listening viewed the Holocaust materials displayed by PSR students & staff

The Holocaust has no Reality in Space and Time, only in Memory.
The Logistics problem: transport, undress, gas, burn, or, bury, exhume, cremate.
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- after day one of the conference satisfied individuals travel back to the Foreign Ministry Guest House

Fredrick Töben announces that Wolfgang Fröhlich foregoes his talk because of fear of legal persecution in Austria. He informs
the meeting that Günter Deckert could not come because German authorities had confiscated his passport, but Deckert sends
his greetings to the meeting. Töben then advises availability of conference papers by Jürgen Graf and Ugo Fabbri, both of
whom could not attend.

Mohammed Hegazi, center, fielding a question after his presentation
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Richard Krege fighting fit

–

Patrick McNally translates Dr Schaller’s German-spoken presentation

Off to meet the President and be ready to leave the conference center by 2:45 pm, but a live interview had to be done
for the 3:00 pm news on the Arabic television service of IRIB. What to do? - just look at the camera, listen to
instructions, and be ready to say something, and God willing things will work out – which they did!

________________________
IN THE GARDEN OF THE GUEST HOUSE OF FOREIGN MINISTRY

Outside the Restaurant where snow reminded me it is almost Christmas time
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Reception and dining room where I had all my meals for 40 days while in Teheran

Friendly staff extended legendary Iranian hospitality to all their guests

Most of my time was spent sending out emails, and keeping an eye on the Treblinka model resting in the lounge
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My own writing desk featured Iranian English-edition newspapers, Mark Farrell’s DVDs for the display, copies of
Germar Rudolf’s The Revisionist, and Margaret Stucki’s book, written under the pseudonym, Ben Weintraub, The
Holocaust Dogma of Judaism.
___________________

A Man who could not attend the Teheran Holocaust Conference

Peter Rackemann, 58, and since aged 21 is a quadriplegic after he broke is neck while lying on top of a hay truck as
his cousin drove it into the shed. Peter has been with us since we began in 1994 and has personally been a great
inspiration to me. When in 1999 I was imprisoned for seven months in Mannheim, I could not develop any self-pity
because I thought of Peter and how he was imprisoned for life by a simple accident. Even in prison I could at least
walk freely around – and I still have that aversion to anyone who seeks to draw pity for those who are/have spent
some years in prison. Also, thinking about Rudolf Hess and his decades locked up in Berlin’s Spandau Prison sobered
my natural bent to feel sorry for myself – and throw in the towel and give up the fight against mental torture and
rape that is the ‘Holocaust’.
Peter’s mindset is so positive that he considers himself lucky. He can still move his hand and, for example, wipe away
sweat dripping from his nose. While in rehabilitation Peter saw men lying on their backs who could not do that and
so he was pleased with his limited movements. When I see perfectly healthy individuals doing nothing but complain
about their lot, then I lose patience with them, and I remind them of how Peter has coped, how he studied
accountancy and did the books for his farming brothers. He got his mind into gear and used it!
Peter comes from a German-descent Queensland farming family – and there are still quite a few in that state though
the Second World War decimated the German mindset somewhat. Peter’s father was part of the ‘Pineapple
Revolution’ that briefly took over the Queensland Parliament before the outbreak of World War Two. Farmers had
little money, the government said it had no money, and the group wished to introduce a social credit system of
government, which was then quickly labeled as Nazi, etc.
Interestingly, when war broke out, suddenly there was enough money to finance the war industry, but there had
been no money available for funding productive work before the war. The Sunday Mail soon got on to the fact that
most participants in the ‘take-over’ had German-sounding names. It is also because of his German background that
Peter became interested in Revisionism. He knew a lot of Australians of German descent, and he just sensed that not
all of them were as bad as the ‘Holocaust’ propaganda depicted them.
More later – Peter’s email address: peter48@bigblue.net.au
_____________________________________________________________________________
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